
Name:___________________________ Event:____________ Title:________________________

ALL ORATORICAL INTERPS  
________ I have an official "cover sheet" FILLED OUT AND SIGNED BY ME AND MY PARENT.
________ I have left the "CODE" line blank.  
________The principal and coach have signed my cover sheet. 
________ I have a copy of every page that has a line that I say. 
________ I have NO CUT OFF WORDS ON THE COPIES!!! (On either page--even if I don't do any   
                 part of the opposite page)
________ I did NOT highlight the added words. 
________ I have highlighted ( in ONE color) all words from the script that I say. 
________ I have NOT crossed out or written through any words. 
________ I have included a typed, double-spaced, underlined copy of my intro on a separate piece of paper. 
________ I have place my intro in my script where I say it. 
________ My intro makes sure I state the TITLE, AUTHOR, PLACE, and DATE the speech was given. I 
                 make sure I CLEARLY say this when I actually perform the speech. 
________ For any added words, I have NEATLY WRITTEN AND UNDERLINED IN THE MARGIN 
                 with an arrow leading to the point in the script where I say it. 
________ I have written the number of added words (including my intro) on the STATE COVER SHEET. 

ORATORICAL: From a BOOK/MAGAZINE 
________ I have a copy of the title page (note the cover...the inside title page).
________ I have a copy of the entire table of contents (if there is any) and my selection is highlighted. 
________ I have a copy of the copyright page. 

ORATORICAL: From the INTERNET 
NOTE: When printing off the internet, go up under "file" and click on "page set-up". Print the 

pages two on a page, or for excessively long tables of contents, print 4 on a page.  
________ I have a copy of the WEBSITE HOMEPAGE OR SEARCH ENGINE PAGE with the web 
                 address printed on the bottom. 
________ I have a copy of the entire table of contents (if there is any) and my selection is highlighted. 
________ I have a copy of all of the pages that link from the home page to the actual speech AND each 
                 link you must click to get to the next page is highlighted. 
________ I have NOT cut and pasted the text into a word document...I have printed directly from the web 
                 page, with the web address on the top of bottom of the page. 
THESE SHEETS ARE SIMPLY A GUIDE. PLEASE REFER TO THE OFFICIAL CHSSA 

COVERSHEET FOR OFFICIAL RULES AND GUIDELINES. 
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